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My dear Aljan, 

'-I ,....;; J ,,<....P C' , _ .. I / · 2 .. ...,.., 

a._ 

fc t /, , 712 Ps} 7 

cJ , «.-_. < __,. ' (. 
P' Professor S.H. Frankel, L..0/. (. 

r;' n;,r--/~ ThA Knoll House, 
{ t -- -~ ;' Hinksey Hill, 
t~ , Oxford. 

22nd October, 1953. 

I have been having a very bad conscience a'bout 

my failure to write you for so long. But I had the comfort 

to know that you would realise that only circumstances 

could have caused my silence. We know each other well 

enough for me to assume that. Indeed circumstances have 

been very unhelpful as far as my keeping my promisA to you 

to write un the financial aspect of some of Hofmeyr's 

activities during the war. As you know I was appointed 

a member of the Royal Commission on East Africa in 

December last, at a moment's notice, and coming at a time 

when I was already compl 0 tely snowed under. We left after 

hurried negotiations and meetings, in February and I did 

not return to England until early in June. I was so 

exhausted from a tour of 15.000 miles in East Africa itself, 

that I went to Switzerland to recuperate for a fortnight. 

ThereaftPr we had meetings in London, and but for a break 

in August I have been similarly occunied with continual 

meetings of the Commission in London. The other members 

of the Commission have already left for East Africa but I 

had to remain behind to clear un some pressing 0niVPrsity 

matters. I leave again for our second tour in a week's 
I 

time. We will again be out there for nearly three months. 

I hope to be back by the middle or end of January. Never

theless I have been constantly thinking of your book. As 

soon as the other members :>f the Commission left I decided 

to gpt down to collecting my thoughts and to reading up 

some of the material again. I have now done as much as I 

think is necessary for a first go. What I write in this 
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letter is less than I hoped to be a.ble to give you. I had, 

~s you know, hoped to make a complete analysis of all the 

budgets. That is why I wrote to you how you would be 

using the material. Because I thought that a kind of 

statistical and detailed economic analysis would hardly 

fit into your book. The matter does not now arise in this 

form. In the first place I have not had the time to make 

such an analysis, and secondly I do not think it is called 

ror. It would not really and to the biographical aspect with 

which you c1 re concerned. It would lead to weighing up 

all kinds of economic and political influences on the 

financial position very few of which could be ascribed to 

any action , or lack of action, by Hotr.te himself. It would , 

on a wider scale, be the same problem as the Hoffie Holloway 

one,which you hpve aptly removed from my mind by your 

matrimonial analogy. You are quite right. This kind of 
I thing is like searching for perpetual motion. 

I proceed now to my remarks on Hom.e's nosition 

as a Yinister of Finance. 

You will remember that during one of our 

conversations I referred to the : fact that Hoffl.e's budgets 

were "clean" , and extremefly workmanlike ,. constructions. 

Looking over them again I have been imnres~ed by . the 

relP-vance of this remark. In a sense his bud6ets are an 

extraordinary reflection of his char8cter. This is not only 
-r 

because they n2. turally reflect the ~:opensi ti~s and beliefs 

of the m~n . That must in some measure always be the case. 

One will always find that ftfinisters of f1nance will reflect 

what they tal..:e for granted, or what princi ules they have 

assimilated. 9omet1mAs they also reflect the ability of 

a man to grasp, or not to grasp, the fundamental issues . 

Hoffie ' s bud~ets r~flect an ~xtraordinary clear percention 
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of the ~Pal ~inBnciaJ nroblerrs or ~1R Union . He real190~, 

frnm th 0 outset, wh~t cou10., 3nd what could not be done 

in the circumst,ances of his stewa.rdship. To the Vf'ry end 

of that ste,'/ardship he was quite clea.r about the circumstances 

which tied his hands, and that he had to manoo.'..lvre within 

them . It is a reflection of his chRracter that he did not 

manoeuvre within them in a small-minded wey. He painted 

his budgets like an artist paints a picture. His nicture 

was in firm broad strokes . ThAre WPre no unnecessary frills. 

Th~re was no unnecessary fiddling with small expedien,g . 

When he usAd a very special tax device he did so not by 

accident, or due to political ~ressures . He did so so~ely 

in ~ursui t of his me in a ims,e nd in keeping with the framework 

of bis construction as a whole. You will no doubt have 

gRthered that this was thG case from your own reading of 

his budget speeches . If you want to see the picture, and its 

consistency, still more clearly I sugsest you should read 

the articleclin the Round Table which werP written after each 

buoget speech by the corres0ondent of that Quarterly . 

X Those articles are not in thems 0 lves much more than 

. repetitions of the highlishts of the budgets. They do , 

however, ~.ive some a tmos-phere . What is morE>, the very fact 

that the highli~hts stc>.nd out shows the nRture of the 

nc1inting . 

Now what were the circ,;ms t?.nces by which Foffl. e was 

circumscribed. They werP as fbllows ~~ First there was the 

fact that his budgets were war budgets . Exceut for the last 

two which WPre the ~reparation for the transition to ~eace . 

9ut, as I have already written to you , they were not budgets 

for war on one front , but budgets for war on two . From the 

very beginning, and indeed to the very end , Hoffl. e had to gight 
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with an opposition that saw no need for the war , and refused 

to judge his financial policy from the point of view of the 

war itself . When I was engaged in all this day to day 

budget- making , and nolicy. making ,stru5gle I did not realise 

as clearly as I do now what J-fo:fPie was up against owing to 

this onposi tion attitude . Yet I have no doubt that he did 

ful l y realise it, and much is now cleerer to me in consequence 

than it was then . The opposition attitude was that financie,l 

nolicy in South Africa shoul<l be concerned solely with the 

national interests of the Union . By thjs they meant that 

the Union ' s financial policy should be j ~dged entirely from 

the ooint of view of its effects in the Union as if the Union 

were neutral . If they wanted anything at all it was that 

South Africa should emerge out of the conflict stronger than 

before , and should not hesitate to make as much as possible 

out of its allies, or its enemies, as opportunity offered. 

They did not hesitate to compare the economic and financial 

nosition of the Union with that of neutral countries . 

(See for example Mr. Werth ' s speech· on the budget debate page 2646 

of Hansard of the 3rd of !•1arch, 1944 and a.lso pe ge 2650 - the 

speech on Russia . ) Malan ' s sneeches in this debate are , as 

you have no doubt noted , very revealing. He saw Germany as 

the bullwark against Russia . He saw that if Germany were 

defeated Russia would , as he believed, dominate the world . 

He feared that such domination would mean the ruin of white 

supremacy in South Africa . Who can say that within the narrow 

orbit of their constricted l~gic they were not as fall ~ble 
I 

as they seemed. But I do not want to be led away from my 

m~in point which is that Hoffl.e found himsPlf continualmy 

attacked by the opuosition on the grounds of the deleterious 

effect of the war on the South African economy . I can 

illustrate this by an example . At no time was the opposition 
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prepared to discuss the question of financing the war by 

loans or by taxation on its merits . After every budget 

debate they raised the howl that the Minister of Finance 

was mortgaging the future of the country by borrowing a 

lar~er uroportion of the money required to finance the 

war than he should have done . Yet this criticism, (whether 

valid or not is in Part a question of judgement ,) was not 

sincere . That it was not sincere is shown by the fact 

that the opposition were not really prepared to accept 

higher taxation . They were not prenared to "tighten 

their belts" . Whenever the latter was suggested their 

comeback was 11 if it were not for the war we would not have 

to tighten our belts at all" . That is why you will find 

Hoffi. e continual]y quoting figures to show that the increase 

in the Public Deb t was not all for war purposes - that a 

large nart of it went into nroductive uses (bJ ildings, 

airodromes etc, etc) which WDuld be useful after the war . 

I~ this not an extraordinary nosition? Here is a kinister 

of Finance in a war cabinet who continually had to justify 

his loan exnenditure not by arguin~ that we had to strain 

every effort to win (which of course he did in any case) 

X but by arguing also that after all we were getting something 

for the future and we should not worry unduly about the 

sacrifices now reauired of us. 

What I have ca lled the war on two fronts hed a deep 

influence on Hoffl. e . You will note from the budgets that 

Hoffl.e utilised every opoortunity to reoay debt in the 

United Kingdom. He could have nostooned many of those 

reoayments. He renayed the debt, for the reason made clear 

e, him over and over again , in order to reduce the 

)<.,. inflationary ~ressure at home by abs t racting money from 

the r ockets of the taxpayer, and the lAnder (and of course 
-

.. 

hP tried to avoid undue lending by the Banks to the Government -
l"I 
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which would have offset this purpose and been inflationary) . 

I have no doubt that Hoffi.. e would have been prepared to e;o 
a. 

further and to float ~ kind of war or victory loan for 
;1 

assisting Great Britain- as Canada did . But in view of the 
" 

attitude of the oppostion this would have been imnossible , 
as 

and would have been represented to the~lectorate/once again 

a clear proof that Sou th Africa was not moved by her own 

interests, but was solely concerned to follow the instructions 

of Great Britain. The attitude of the ouposition also 

accounts for the fact ttat Home kept on trying to show 

that in fact the average real income per head in t he Union 

was not being reduced through South Africa's uarticipatiom 

in the war. 

As I am dealin~ with this question of taxation versus 

borrowing for war ~uruoses , I think I might at this ~oint 

make the observation that it does not seem to me that, apart 

from the attitude of the opposition, to which I have just 

ref~rred, thP,re was much noint, tn t'l-i""ir gener1=1l disc-ussion 

of this question . In my oni~~on Hoffl.e went as far as he 

X could in taxing instead of borro\:ing . If he had been in a 
t 1~s,<:;,. 

stronger Dosition , and the ~ember for finance in a country 

unitedly at war , he could have gone further . But as I show 
? ..fl..f-'L t.. , ~ 

below, given the structure of economic and social groins 
" 

and classes in South Africa he went a s far as be could . I am 

convinced that he was rierfectly avrare of t he situation. Be 
6Ac.s-< 

knew that he could have done more 1f ~~ircumstances had been 

different . He would have done more to tax instead of to borrow. 

But his hands w8re tied . Nevertheless I do not think that 

he could have done very much more to tax instead of borrow. 

~or actually there were basic cond i tions in the Union wbch 

made that very difficult . I shall rPfer to these later . 

~ Second limit1n~ factor lay in the structure of South 
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Africa's economy . You will remember that South Africa 

was in the unique position of having very greatly to increase 

the outnut from her main industries (gold, agricultural 

products and food, coal Ptc) whil~ yet increasing her outnut 

for 1.Jroduction of commodities for war ournoses. It was not 
c-<-.s-'--;1 

,just a CP.Se of 1eisint5 to nroduce somc-- kinds of goods for 

export ,and divArting labour and material~to war purroses, 

as could in part be done in Great Britain . You know the 

X debate about maintaining golo oroduction. This was essential 

in the Union , unless the whole show had been closed down 

-

and South Africa had been supported by her allies . In fact,(~ s. 4. ) ,, 
, # # • x gold was a most valuable war nroduct. Smuts finally got 

this ooint of view accented as it affected South Af:rice. 1 s 
{:I,..._ 

nosition . Any tinkering wtth gold mines would have made it ,, 
impossible for South Africa to n.ay her way ,and in any case 

X from a Doli tical point of view the closing of the gold mines 

would have so disrupted the economy ~s to hAve made Smuts ' s 

war nolicy imnossible. South AfricR ' s mannower resources 

were th~refore doubly gtrained. This, as everywhere else , 

added to inflationary nressures . But in South Africa the 

-r,osition from the uoint of view of the Minister of Finance 

was much more difficult bec~use in the climate of public 

oninion, and with large opposition to the war both in 

Parliament>and among a very considerable number of -r,ersone 

outside Parliament who were nevertheless in key economic or 

nroduc~1ve positions, it was not possible to get their willing 

supoort for measures to curtail consumntion drastically . 

x By drastic8lly I mean by rationing, purchase taxes and the 

like. There was considerable pressure by many sections 
sA..o..M. 4 ~ 

anxious to bear their full lburden of the war for these 
$' I..C. c. I?. 

kind of measures . But in tJscee e i,, h ,,f situations patriotism 

is not Pnougb. It is necessary to have a proper system of 

admi~istration and of fairly waterti~ht taxation and other 

controls . The Union did not have these . With such a non

homoge1ous nopulation an army of ineoectors would have been 
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necessary . The Civil Service and other administrative staff 

N-tU.A.u-, for ambitious measures of this kind was simply absent. In 
"' 

any case, quite apart from the fact that they were not 
...Aki~ 

available at the beginning they could not be made available .R.~ 
I ~ 

ltt J e. because manpower was required elsewhere . More-

over , not only was the nonulation Sil9 diverse but once again 
> ) 

one had to bear in mind that a considerable section of the 

'Jopulation would have been lukewarm, and might even have 

attempted actively or passively to sabotage these as well 

as other measures . Finally, the :tvinister of Finance was 

bandicanped by the fact thet one section in South Africa 
.f!..:..5 ~ {:cr--4~ .e..., 

has always been most HJrcJy &11:L!sl1tu2 .. J.t.h the hand of the 

x tax ga therAr - namely the farming nopula tion. The farmers 
,. ,. 

coined money during the WRr but aDart from those carrying 

on business on a fairly large scale they were not more 

heavily taxed than usual, except for certain important 

amendments in the administration of the Income Tax Act . I •· 
un 

am not trying to suggest that the farmers were/duly spoon-
I• • • 

fed . ~hey were not. They coined money in the sense that they 

were like many other nroducers of commodities on a good 
' > 

wicket . But they renresented a large ~ection of the 

community which it had always been difficult :f5or any 

Minister of Finance to br1ng within his net. Thus the 

diversion of resources to war purposes by re s tricting 

consumption was very difficult in the Union. The war had , 

)( as it were , to be oureued with great care not to touch 

unduly the normal habits and aspirations of a considerable 

section of the 11onulc1tion. What this meant WBS that, as 

you will alr,.,ady have noted, all the war budgets made use.1 
i.:_;i-'-<"'-.~ 

1, 1 lJ y si:e ;kine, of the same few basic taxes. Hoffl.e himself 
I 

repeatedly drew attention to this. He prided himself on it. 

'X. He was right to do so . He 118d inherited a framework of 
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taxation which was relatively sim9le . He built within 

that framework . He could not do otherwise . he di d not have 

the nsychologi cal suuport for doing otherwise , ~nd moreover 

he did not have the administrative we.chine to do VPry much 

Alse if he had wanted to . 

In this connection I refer you to his budge t spAech 

of the 24th of_February , 1944 in which he refers to 

11 the oth""r limi tins fa etrnr is firn=mce . We have drawn the 

innreased taxation which has carried us through the last 

four difficult yeRrs from four main s ources - taxes on 

consumntion, mainly excise duty ,( but including the cus t oms 

duty on petrol ~ the sold 11in°s , the Axcess rrofits duty 

r_nd the income tax ( n,:,rma 1 !lnd super) on indi vi ~uals . 11 

Si,.,.ni fic3 ·1t-:..y ·te s tR t,,=,d ( see colu.:i. :? r a a;c 1878 thi:a t II the 

N!'ltiona l 11::1l~n0e- ·sheet makes not too bad a shewing F.ft 0 r 

4½ yPers of a most costly war ;" •. Incidentally he had to 

P.dd ( see -page 1880 column 2 ) the usual defAnCP that wartime 

taxation had not checked development ! Also be i:,ays 

distinctly he had to build on the structure of 'pre -war 

taxation - with all its anomaliPs . I think you should note 

the.t throughout the war E0 :fP.l. e did in fact C:: o his best to > ) 

t j dy up the tax system. It is amazing that pre- occupied 

with e. 11 the issues of war he was able to pay such detailed 

attention to making the tax system more consistent and 

logically defensible . 

You should also note that there was no general 

increase in customs duties . These were frequently sug~ested 

.,s a m~a ns of checl,ins jnflation and bringing about compulsory 
~4a.. 

saving . They w0 re rejected because in fac t the ma4-!1L 1mports . } ' 
t.-tr-
-m the Union were in one way or another for nroductive 

nurnoses, and such taxes would s1m9ly have increased prices 
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and the sniral of inflation. Hom.e did not hesitate to 

increase taxes on real luxury articles. He hesitated even 

in the case of oetrol but finally adopted that in order to 

check luxury consumption of it. Althou~h he knew that a 

great deal of the imports of ~etrol was used in nroduction. 

The third basic factor which PofPle had to take 

account of was the sociE!.l str1Jcture of the Union . You know 

as well as I do what tt is. The most impor~ant nolnt from 

the angle we are considering however is one that is not 
,. 

always recognised. If white civilisatio~·means anything tn 

South Africa it mean~ that there is a class of professional 

low 0 r middle class pP.rsons, of civil servants and the like , ~ 

of salaried neonle, who in other countries would have a much 

lower standard of life than they do in the Union . To these 

lower middle class neople ( I of course use the term in no 

derogatery sense) any reduction of income means a reduction 

of their ability to maintain a certain social status . In a 

sense most South Africas Euronean wage earners in the unper 

class of wage earners come under the same middle class heading. 

{ The ''reai" wage earners in the Union are non-white.) In other 
to which 

countries nersons with the incomes/this class is accustomed 

in the Union nay, and during the war in narticular , and since, 

heve paid far more uronortiona tely in income and other te.xes 

than they do in the Union. But in South Africa income is 

related to status or I should say status is related to income 
) I 

a 
in oeculiar mann~r; ~ a reduction of income serious : y reduces 

A 
A 

the standing of a nerson , or reduces what he requires for 

an accustomed standing . ~offl.e was v~ry well aware of the fact 

that this class was doing well during the war but for the rise 

in the cost of living ( and even this was com~ensated for by 

cost of living allowances) . He stated in his budget debate 

February 1944 that 111t is the small man and the moderately 
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well- to- de man who are in South Africa relatively lightly 

tax~d. He goes on to quote figures to show this • .1.ie shows 

that liability for direct taxation commenc~s at a far higher 
N ot elv 

nod~e in South Africa than in any of the countries such as 

the United Kingdom, Austra '.ia, Canada and i~ew ZP,aland. He 

showP-d that at £400 of taxable income South African rates 
11 e,(. 

yield about 25; of the average rate in those countries . 
II 

At £1000 the percentage is 28%. And so on . 

It is clear why Hoffj e could not touch this class . 

X He '"as afraid of the usychological reaction . 'T'hi(e.part 

from the farming class) was one of the main sections of the 

electorate . Many in it were sunuorting the ':'far effort 

largely bec ause it ryaid them to do so i . e. I mean they were 

suuryorting it in the sense that they were carrying out 

Government instructions and not being obstreperous , although 

they were not necessarily much interested in the war itself . 

Again I do not say this in a derogatory manner . I also do ·· 
,vu+ 

not say that there wereLmany others who were making a good 

thing out of the war . What I am trying to say is that to 

have tamor:ired with this class might have been very dangerous . 
-e_~ tu -<-o ~~ A 

Actually Poffie did 9roceed ai t~e wr r preeocdod aad mere 

11lC 1121 1111SB 1caa1£c d ~ tackle them. But here another limitation 

emergeo(. He c~uld not afford to go too low down in the 

scale . It would have been administratively too expensive . 

(See column 2 page 2220, 24th of February , 1943 Hansard.1 

l\Tote how rational Hoffie is eb0ut the whole thing). The 

combination of an income tax and savings fund levy was I 
the 

think an indication of both the nsychological and/administrative 

difficulty . On the one hand he really did not want to 

burden the smal l man for the reaso ,a I have mentioned, or 
( '-"-< '",_ -...fJ.f ---. ~ 

at any rate he did not wan~ to mak~ fteel that he was 
- -t-v/.AA. t-. f~ 

losing out . So H~ffie eetLthe best of both nossible worlds 

by ~skin~ him to nostpone his consumuti on rather than asking 
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asking him to give it up entirely . It was a clear appreciation 

of the psychological and social structure of South Africa . 

But Hoffie had no hesitation of being very strong 

about taxing war profits , speculators ' profits , and bringing 

home as far as he could to all concerned that the war was 

not to be an opportunity to make snug . Bis increased 

transfer duties on land and his increased stock exchange 

s tamn duty on broker ' s notes were in tended to check ;_ }..e.--t:..-· ~ 

sneculPtive nrofits . For the same reason he tightened up 

the administration of the income tax to avoid evasion by 

farmers, and Particularly by sneculators in cattle . The 

fixed nroperty profits tax which was very unnopular we.s again 

aimed at ~reventing sneculation end unearned incomes therefrom 

in land. It was a v0ry diff'icult tax to formulate and was 

'I. not entirely successful . It was a courageous thing to try 

X. 

to do . Hoffie increase~ the orogression of income tax and 
possible 

the upner limitem of it to the fullest/extent . He took 

every oossible nenny from the gold mining industry. He did 
it 

not single/ out because of any antinathy towards it as some 
) 

people stupidly thou~ht. He had to mRke use of income from 
.l-. A.14 . 

it to fill the gaps in his fineR91al naea. He did very much 

to make the taxation of the gold mines administratively and 

econornica.lly more suited to the circumstances of mining. 

This brin3s me to another ryoint . It is not, I be ieve, 

unwarranted to claim that .,, s a Mi.nis tf'r of Fina nee P. off ie 
) J 

was a constructive builder. He wg_s e.h1ays making the 

admi-:-iistra~,ive imurovements to which I' have plready referred. 

He clE=>aned up the whole nosition in rega rd to the Native Trust 

't<- 8nd finance of native education . Be introduced the nrinci~le 

of non - discr'TT'ination on r~~ial (colour) lines. TP this sense 

he gave a very clPar nush (es you put i t in your l etter to me) 

to improvement in native education, health services etc. He 

could not do as much as he wished to do because of the war 
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emer~ency . If he had lived to c.,.,ntinue his work I am 

sure he would have been a remarkable architect of Deace 

juot as he was a financial architect under very difficult 
I 

circumst~nces in war . 
I 

He hated luxury, and he h8ten idleness . This theme 

recurs over an~ over egain. Jv:ay I refer you in particular 

to nage 1002 column 2 of the Honsard for the 24th of February , 
~ 

1943 where he has a passage which states inter alia, I doubt 

if the new heaven and a new earth would be worth having 
,, 

0n a ~y other terms (i . e . on 8ny other terms but sweat and toil ) . 

Lastly I would say that on the whole Hof:ie had reason 

to be proud of his recDDd. In the circumstances he could do 

little more than he did to check inflation , which in any 

case was imnorted into the Union owing to world- wide 

c~nditions . He left a record of conscientiousness and 

attention to detail second to none . It is a sad experience 

to see the kind of criticism to which he was subjected in 
...:...... ~ ? _.,,I .Li; 

Parliament and out of it thr0ughout the war f:m" lhis financial 
) J I Lu 

nolicy . His renlies at times seem unduly detailed . He 

seemed to be scoring debating points about statistics, 

accuracy of quotations , and being misunderstood by his 

onuonents •. He is being painted by them as aloof , and is 

?Ccused of being sel fconsciously superior, we would almost 

say of appeering to them academic and blown up with 

intellP.ctual nride . We know that he was not as they thought, 

or wanted to picture him .~. P~rha.ps his very factual 

and at times almost schoolmasterly replies to criticisms 

of his budget were the result of the fact that he had no 

other basis on which to anpeal to them. They were not 

1nter8sted in patriotic motives and sneered at the need for 
I 

... 

sacrifice . Thus uerhaps after all it could be said that he 
<! ou...,t< 

chose the nobler ~c and rpmained dumb to all their accusations 
>~"-1 

except that thoso:3 '"'ttmt were clearly in themselves inaccurate . 
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I realise, my dear Al/en, that this is not a comolete 

ana.lysis. I hi=>ve tried to be objective. If time had 

oermitted I might have allowed myself to go deeoer into 

each one of the bu.edgets in turn. But as you will realise 

the whole story hangs together from the beginning. It is 

a much less difficult one to summarise than I thought. I 

do not think that further detail would have helped you very 

much. I hope that the lines of thought which I have suggested 

will help you to fill in the gaps . I hone that you will 

consult me on any matter which you come across on which I 

may be of help. You can make use of what I have written 

in any way you nlease . Do not go out of your way to quote 

me or my words , except where you feel that they suit the 

nurnose we both have unnermost in our minds - namely to do 

justice to Hoffie himself. 

I shall be in Johannesburg on the 17th of December 

until the 27th (dao volento). My address after Nvvember th~ 2nd 

is c/o The Royal Commission on East Africa c/o the Secretariat, ~ 

Dar-Es-Salaam. After November the 27th it is c/o the 

Secretariat Entebbe. Congratulations on your book. I have. 

not yet read it. '' Reading has been a luxury. _-
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